
May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Rick Brown
PO Box 7432
Burbank, CA 91510-7432



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through. a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current. condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Douglas Mccormick
23602 Via Paloma
Trabuco Canyon, CA 92679-4123



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Ali Khwaja
22 Torrey Pne
Irvine, CA 92620-3391



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Monica Camacho
1811 7th St Apt 9
Santa Monica, CA 90401-3355



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Ken Gould
10336 Wilshire Blvd Apt 101
Los Angeles, CA 90024-4753



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Linda Goldenberg
22726 Mulholland Dr
Woodland Hills, CA 91364-4942



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to

follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear

power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of-the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Sherman Dearth
Wheatstone Ave
Norwalk, CA 90650



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Kathleen Engberg
5432 Canehill Ave
Lakewood, CA 90713-1618



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Astrid Preston
920 Centinela Ave
Santa Monica, CA 90403-2340



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jan Mcquain
6465 Blewett Ave
Van Nuys, CA 91406-6048



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Forrest Hopping
2901 Covina St
Los Angeles, CA 90032-3103



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Theda Ray
801 W 232nd St
Torrance, CA 90502-2500



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Bill Crane
22351 Mission Cir
Chatsworth, CA 91311-1257



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Karla Figueroa
11934 Old Rvr Sch Rd Apt la
Downey, CA 90242-2141



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Ilene Minnich
3706 Tunales Dr
Fullerton, CA 92835-1329



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is. attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Dimitar Minkovsky
35 Via Barcelona
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-2344



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that.carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Maya Malloy
18192 Parkview Ln Apt 205
Huntington Beach, CA 92648-5606



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures ,is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Mike Boulet
2530 Plaza Del Amo
Torrance, CA 90503-7366



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive w4ater,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Katherine Huff
23831 Ionian Bay
Dana Point, CA 92629-4409



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Amber Tidwell
2420 1/2 N Beachwood Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90068-3005



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Hillary Melin
3411 Helms Ave
Culver City, CA 90232-2333



May 1, 20i3

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Ceri Falk
1632 Van Horne Ln
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-4736



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jennifer Head
12 Verde I

Irvine, CA 92612-2615



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Kinsey Mclean
2303 Hidalgo Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90039-3633



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Cameron Heravi
25162 Mustang Dr
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-5745



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Karen Nawrocki
10742 Molony Rd
Culver City, CA 90230-5449



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either'partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

lanny cordola
7890 E Spring St Unit 41
Long Beach, CA 90815-1639



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

rollin blanton



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before

the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert

testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart

decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to

follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works

Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of

either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Ignacio Ruiz
3911 W 104th St Apt 9
Inglewood, CA 90303-4892



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Russell Blandino
337 S Sparks St
Burbank, CA 91506-2743



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

"Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and
the raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review
by the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process."

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Edward Dollard
1801 Hackett Ave
Long Beach, CA 90815-3428



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Christian Manfredi
10845 Camarillo St Apt 101
North Hollywood, CA 91602-1361



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Deborah Kashinsky
210 Muerdago Rd
Topanga, CA 90290-3545



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Olga Moreno
27221 Camino Espada
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Scott Pearlman
18545 Vallarta Dr
Huntington Beach, CA 92646-1851



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Susan Davis Mantee
23908 De Ville Way Apt A
Malibu, CA 90265-4850



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Chet Spalsky
133 Spring Vly
Irvine, CA 92602-0919



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Courtney Daniels
14542 Greenleaf St
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-3769



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Saul Holguin
2735 7th Ave Apt 4
Los Angeles, CA 90018-2409



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jamie Weber
340 Stanford Dr
Claremont, CA 91711-4634



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Scott Rubel
977 Montecito Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90031-1633



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Sally Holloway
35302 Vista De Todo
Capistrano Beach, CA 92624-1849



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Carie Osburn
2336 Rim Rd
Bradbury, CA 91008-1239



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Haydee Vandendriessche
2122 N Towner St
Santa Ana, CA 92706-1920



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Gregory Regaignon
326 Cucamonga Ave
Claremont, CA 91711-5017



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Katherine Huff
23831 Ionian Bay
Dana Point, CA 92629-4409



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jeri Pollock
590 Buena Loma St
Altadena, CA 91001-3006



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC. staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

A Fleming
21 San Mateo Way
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625-1034



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Diana Kliche
3351 Ridge Park Ct
Long Beach, CA 90804-1201



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Christina Labrado
11533 Richeon Ave
Downey, CA 90241-4441



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Joshua Sapkin
928 N Malden Ave
Fullerton, CA 92832-1237



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Gerald Jones
2222 6th St Apt D
Santa Monica, CA 90405-2486



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Steve Rosin
80 N Euclid Ave Apt 202
Pasadena, CA 91101-1701



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Matt Thomas
star
Huntington Beach, CA 92646-6514



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jon Grutman
1136 S Dunsmuir Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90019-6756



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Georgia Brewer
5518 Ventura Canyon Ave
Sherman Oaks, CA 91401-5228



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Erin Warrack
3008 Rosalinda
San Clemente, CA 92673-3230



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full ADJUDICATED
review by the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a
restart of either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Christina Imhoof
6271 Lakewood St
San Diego, CA 92122-3937



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Leslie Antonio
1827 N Normandie Ave Apt A
Los Angeles, CA 90027-3906



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Richard Gary
2040 Broadway
Santa Monica, CA 90404-2910



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review-of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Lori Thayer
26871 Anadale Dr
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-7564



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Carol Becker
14257 Roblar P1
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4017



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Laura Carranza
6303 Summertime Ln
Culver City, CA 90230-4510



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Deborah Ainza
4605 Aire De La Sal
San Clemente, CA 92673-6406



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Adam Brisben
354 N Avenue 61
Los Angeles, CA 90042-3434



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Deborah Walden
1950 3rd St
La Verne, CA 91750-4401



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Josh Peterson
7526 Simpson Ave
North Hollywood, CA 91605-3259



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Pilar Reynaldo
1051 N Avenue 64
Los Angeles, CA 90042-1417



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Leigh Langtree
26343 Oak Plain Dr Apt C
Newhall, CA 91321



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Heather Rider
505 S Barrington Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90049-4334



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Ken Hendrickson
16 Reef St
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292-6725



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such .a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jody Kleinman
1718 Ambassador Ave
Beverly Hills, CA 90210-2720



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Regen Heller
17327 Tiara St
Encino, CA 91316-1356



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Mary Cross
2337 Bryan Ave
Venice, CA 90291-4711



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Sol Fingold
269 S Clark Dr
Beverly Hills, CA 90211-2608



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Angelique Higgins
2385 Roscomare Rd Unit F4
Los Angeles, CA 90077-1822



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Kathryn Hall
1015 2nd St
Santa Monica, CA 90403-3641



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Sean Reagan
14739 Wheatstone Ave
Norwalk, CA 90650-6042



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Ellen Little
12309 Viewcrest Rd
Studio City, CA 91604-3652



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Ellen Little
12309 Viewcrest Rd
Studio City, CA 91604-3652



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Mike Tomas
4030 Inglewood Blvd Apt 5
Los Angeles, CA 90066-5375



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Dan Squires

Long Beach, CA 90802-3737



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures istotally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Nirmitha Mendis
4783 W 133rd St
Hawthorne, CA 90250-5758



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Allyson Finkel
29 Vista Barranca
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-1012



May 1,2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Stacy Cornelius
270 Cliff Dr Apt 9
Laguna Beach, CA 92651-1846



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Salvatore Esposto
2311 W Clark Ave
Burbank, CA 91506-1911



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Kate Savage
3779 Colonial Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90066-3641



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Lyndsey Smith
2205 Via Gavilan
San Clemente, CA 92673-5643



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Wendy Crandall
1544 Elm Ave # A
Costa Mesa, CA 92626-3802



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Marjorie Rooney
117 Vermillion
Irvine, CA 92603-0619



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Stephen Schneider
558 N Garfield Ave
Pasadena, CA 91101



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Craig Kleber
345 S Anita Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90049-3805



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Brent Riggs
1157 E Hyde Park Blvd
Inglewood, CA 90302-1846



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Roberto James
PO Box 2611
Toluca Lake, CA 91610-0611



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jami Tolpin
4646 Willis Ave Apt 307
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-2691



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Barry Levy
620 S Gramercy P1
Los Angeles, CA 90005-3259



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Terza Tessel
5430 Burnet Ave
Sherman Oaks, CA 91411-3506



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Laura Sharkey
5624 Canterbury Dr
Culver City, CA 90230-6540



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Catherine Benamou
231 Roswell Ave
Long Beach, CA 90803-1592



May 1, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

norman cressy


